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Mapping the dynamical regimes of a SESAM mode-locked VECSEL with a long cavity using time series analysis
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Abstract: The different dynamical regions of an optically-pumped SESAM mode-locked, long-cavity VECSEL system with a fundamental pulse repetition frequency of ~200 MHz are investigated. The output power, captured as 250 μs long time series using a sampling rate of 200 GSa/s, for each operating condition of the system, is analyzed to determine the dynamical state. A wavelength range of 985-995 nm and optical pump powers of 10 W-16.3 W is studied. The system produces high quality fundamental passive mode-locking (FML) over an extensive part of the parameter space, but the different dynamical regions outside of FML are the primary focus of this study. We report five types of output: CW emission, FML, mode-locking of a few modes, double pulsing, and, semi-stable 4th harmonic mode-locking. The high sampling rate of the oscilloscope, combined with the long duration of the time series analyzed, enables insight into how the structure and substructure of pulses vary systematically over thousands of round trips of the laser cavity. Higher average output power is obtained in regions characterized by semi-stable 4th harmonic mode-locking than observed for FML, raising whether such average powers might be achieved for FML. The observed dynamical transitions from fundamental mode-locking provide insights into instability challenges in developing a stable, widely tunable, low repetition rate, turn-key system; and to inform future modelling of the system.
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1. Introduction

Long-cavity vertical external cavity surface emitting lasers (VECSELs), or, semiconductor disk lasers (SDLs) with pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the order of 100-200 MHz are being used as a first-stage pre-compression unit in cost-effective laser systems for applications such as nonlinear microscopy. They can augment, or potentially replace TiSa based laser systems [1–5]. Passive mode-locking is usually achieved via a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM). Strong gain saturation at high pump powers has been a limitation to the potential for SESAM-VECSEL systems to attain robust, fundamental passive mode-locking (FML) in the few hundred MHz pulse repetition frequency region with high power efficiency. As a result, long-cavity VECSELs can be limited to operate near laser threshold, where gain saturation is weaker, to achieve FML [6,7]. Earlier works have shown a direct relation between increased pump power and the onset of harmonic mode-locking (HML), with the order of the harmonic having been observed to increase linearly with optical pump power [8]. In this contribution, we explore the different dynamical regimes observed in an optically pumped SESAM-VECSEL with a low PRF of ~200 MHz for FML in the time domain with simultaneous high sampling rate and large storage capacity.

The lower limit of achievable repetition rate and associated power scalability in SESAM mode-locked VECSEL systems, to-date, has been limited due to a short upper state carrier lifetime in the semiconductor gain material, calculated to be typically a few nanoseconds [7,9]. It is found to be structure-dependent rather than being an intrinsic material property [10]. The carrier lifetime should ideally be larger than the inter-pulse period of the FML pulse so that all energy from the excited carriers in the conduction band may contribute to pulse amplification. For a low PRF VECSEL, the interaction time between the incoming pulse and the excited carriers in the semiconductor gain chip is shorter than the cavity round-trip time. The excited carriers contribute to spontaneous recombination in the time between the pulses and decrease the differential efficiency [7]. The semiconductor gain material, therefore, is intrinsically more suitable for higher repetition rate systems and destabilization of FML becomes more probable in low PRF VECSELs. Additionally, it has been proven that most gain recovery occurs within a few picoseconds [11]. A recovery time faster than the cavity round-trip time of a few nanoseconds in the case of low PRF, favours splitting of the gain, resulting in multiple pulses circulating inside the laser cavity [8]. Also, carrier-centric processes, including spontaneous recombination and Auger recombination, heavily affect mode-locking and have been shown to have lifetimes ranging from a few hundred picoseconds to a few nanoseconds [12]. These processes are not constant over the cavity round-trip time of a long-cavity VECSEL. Combining this with the need to balance intracavity dispersion, it is a significant design challenge to maintain the entire gain in a single, fundamental pulse in a long cavity VECSEL system.

From the perspective of cavity design, the relative location of the VCSEL gain chip and SESAM within the external cavity is of great importance. Previous research has found that a folded-cavity configuration with the gain chip placed at the geometric center of the cavity is a good compromise for minimizing multi-pulsing per round-trip behavior, or non-FML output [2]. This results in equidistant consecutive pulses with minimum discrepancy in inter-pulse period while achieving a minimal increase in geometric complexity of the laser layout.

All of these challenges have contributed to there being few successful commercially available VECSEL systems at low PRF to date [13,14]. In contrast, the development of systems in the GHz PRF range has been quite intense in the last decade [14–17]. An increased commercial demand for low PRF systems in fields like biomedical photonics, chemistry, and, nonlinear microscopy in the recent years has certainly fuelled interest within the laser research community [18,19]. Achieving turn-key systems with low repetition rates combined...
with high peak and average output power, wide-tunability and short pulse duration, will support such systems to become an alternative to the conventionally used Ti:Sa laser technologies operating at a PRF as low as 80 MHz [20] in these fields. Also, VECSELs are known to have a better cost to wavelength flexibility figure of merit compared to the Ti:Sa lasers currently used. In order to be able to address the stated challenges, knowledge of the dynamics outside the FML regime is needed. In turn, this will allow due consideration of how these transitions might be suppressed in favour of an extended range of FML output. This study explores the evolution from FML operation to other dynamics using conventionally optimised system conditions.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental setup used for data acquisition. Section 3 reports four dynamical regions, in addition to FML, as we steer the system outside the range of optimum operating conditions for FML. Two of these regions have a sub-region where the low-frequency variation of otherwise stable pulses is observed. The observed dynamical transitions from fundamental mode-locking give insights into factors contributing to mode-locking instabilities and complexity in long cavity VECSELs. The acquired data shows availability of an even higher amount of gain which is not being accessed in the FML region currently. This may open up the possibility of both extending the range of operating conditions exhibiting FML, and of obtaining increased average power in the FML region. A state-of-the-art oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 30 GHz and a sampling rate of 200 GS/s is used to capture 250 μs long time series at each operating condition, defined by, wavelength and pump laser diode current. We exploit the capabilities of this modern oscilloscope to capture each time series with 50 × 10⁶ data points at 5 ps sampling time. This is a much longer total time, nearly 5 × 10⁴ round-trips for this long-cavity VECSEL, than has been previously analyzed in studies of mode-locked laser system dynamics. It allows systematic variations in the laser dynamics on longer time scales to be investigated, including relatively rare events. The pulses are relatively long with a duration of a few tens of picoseconds. Under these conditions, the high sampling rate allows some, though not all, details of the pulses to be resolved. The pulse duration may be shortened further to ultrafast or femtosecond scale, using pulse compression techniques based on diffraction gratings [4,21–23]. Finally, we conclude our observations in section 4. This paper reports the observed dynamics in a SESAM mode-locked, long-cavity VECSEL system, acquired using the state-of-the-art diagnostic system, to provide results that may enable the research community to resolve instability issues encountered in the system, in the future.

2. Experiment

The laser system layout used to achieve a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of ~200 MHz is shown in Fig. 1. It is a folded-cavity VECSEL system with the semiconductor gain chip placed in the geometric center of the cavity. The semiconductor gain chip is a typical monolithic VCSEL structure with the laser-cavity-facing end mirror omitted in favor of a capping and confinement layer through which pump light enters and light emission exits. The active region has multiple quantum wells sandwiched between pump absorbing layers (InGaAs-based). This sandwich is grown on a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) which in-turn was grown on a GaAs substrate. The whole structure is mounted on a copper plate. The semiconductor gain chip was designed to operate with optical pump power ranging between 9.5 - 31.7 W, corresponding to diode laser currents of 17 - 40 A, and with the central peak of the gain at a wavelength of 990 nm. The optical– pump is an 808 nm laser diode with a pump spot diameter of 200 μm. The angle between the pump laser diode and semiconductor gain chip was kept as small as possible to ensure a better mode matching between pump diode and cavity mode. A single-crystal synthetic diamond, having a 2° wedge to avoid Febry-Perot effects, served as a heat spreader and was bonded to the semiconductor gain, while the unbonded opposite surface was coated with an anti-reflection coating of less than 1% reflectivity for 920-1050 nm.
A single quantum well SESAM was maintained at 23°C, using a thermoelectric cooler (TEC), throughout the experiment. It was grown using the same substrate and DBR material as the semiconductor gain chip. A single plate birefringent filter placed at Brewster’s angle within the cavity, allowed manual tuning of the VECSEL wavelength. The output power was measured with a 20 GHz ultrafast-20MM photodetector (Advanced Laser Diode Systems) connected to a Tektronix DPO7000SX oscilloscope using 200 GSa/s sampling rate. The discretized output time series obtained from the oscilloscope were saved as a 250 μs long time series corresponding to $50 \times 10^6$ data points collected at 5 ps intervals. The output power time series were collected at pump laser diode currents ranging from 24 A to 18 A at intervals of 1 A. The linear relationship between the laser diode pump power and diode current is observed to follow the equation, $y = 0.9685x - 6.9326$, with $x$ as the pump laser diode current (A) and $y$ is the pump power (W). 18 A corresponds to ~10.5 W and 24 A to ~16.3 W. At each laser diode pump source current value, a systematic VECSEL wavelength scan, from the highest lasing wavelength to the lowest wavelength, in 1nm decrements, was completed.

3. Results and description of the dynamical regimes

Figure 2 shows the measured average output power as a function of VECSEL output wavelength and pump laser diode current. Operating points bounded in colored ellipses were found to have an almost linear relationship between average output power and the pump laser diode current at the respective wavelength value. The low-power region, with average output power less than 0.16 W, displayed a CW signal with low amplitude noise and with no observed pulsing. The medium average power region displayed average output power greater than 0.22 W but lower than 0.95 W. Lastly, operating conditions with average output power greater than 1 W were designated as the high average power region. The rich variety of dynamical transitions, away from FML, are observed at the operating conditions lying in the high-power region, and operating points close to this region in the medium-power region, at shorter lasing wavelengths having pump laser diode currents upwards of 20 A.
Fig. 2. The average output power (W) for each pump laser diode current (18 A - 24 A) is plotted as a function of VECSEL output wavelength (nm) and classified into three regions (i) CW low power region < 0.16 W, (ii) Medium power region between 0.22 W and 0.95 W, and (iii) high-power region >1 W. Points enclosed within ellipses indicate wavelengths at which the average output power has an almost linear relationship to the pump laser diode current.

Figure 3 shows dynamical behavior observed at each operating condition over the complete parameter space. Each condition, defined by the VECSEL output wavelength and pump laser diode current, is represented with a colored circle, where the color, as calibrated by the color bar located on the right, indicates the average output power as seen in Fig. 2. Fundamental passive mode-locking (FML) with a characteristic single pulse circulating inside the laser cavity is found to be the dominant dynamics within the range of operation in the parameter space. This is shown by the large green-line-bounded region in Fig. 3. The peak of the output power was experimentally observed at wavelengths ranging between 990 nm-992 nm for FML with a longer wavelength found at higher pump laser diode current (pump power).

Four additional dynamical regions and two low-frequency modulation effected destabilized sub-regions are observed away from the peak of the gain and the boundaries of these regions are shown in Fig. 3. Dynamical transition to multi-pulsing is observed at shorter wavelengths and higher pump laser diode currents. CW operation is observed outside the FML region at longer wavelengths. At one operating condition, stable double-pulsing is observed. Several operating conditions give semi-stable pulsing which is shown to be consistent with semi-stable fourth order harmonic mode-locking. This region has high average power. Two destabilized locking sub-regions were observed which exhibited either double or single pulsing per round-trip and which show systematic pulse splitting and restabilization occurring over a few hundred round-trips. Lastly, a region of mode-locking of a small number of modes is seen which also has unexpectedly high average output power. Each type of observed output is described in more detail below.
3.1 Fundamental passive mode-locking (FML)

The region displaying FML is observed at operating conditions bounded by the green perimeter (both hatched and plain regions) as seen in Fig. 3. The 250 $\mu$s long time series were found to contain 49,037 ± 1 pulses for stable FML cases bounded by the green line and without hatching. The average inter-pulse period $\sim$5.0981 ns (found to be constant to a 4 decimal place precision for FML operating points) corresponds to the round-trip for the laser cavity as observed from the first peak in the RF power spectrum (196.152 MHz), obtained using a fast Fourier transform of the time series. This peak was $\sim$70 dB above the noise floor. The standard deviation of the inter-pulse period for operating conditions lying within this region was found to have a value between 5 ps and 12 ps depending on the parameters. 5 ps is the sampling period.

Figure 4 shows a space-time representation of the single pulse within each round-trip, for 100 round-trips [24,25]. Each pixel in the figure is a representation of the acquired discrete signal amplitude for one sampling period of the oscilloscope and is scaled to the color according to the color-scale located on the right hand side of the figure. The horizontal axis represents the time interval within a single laser cavity round-trip, scaled between 0 and 1, where, 1 indicates the average inter-pulse period of 5.0981 ns or $\sim$1020 sampling periods. This single round-trip temporal axis represents the spatial domain of the cavity. Due to the average round-trip time being a non-integer multiple of the sampling time and limited precision of the computed average value, an optimization of the visual appearance using pixel correction is introduced in each space-time representation presented here onwards. The vertical axis represents the number of the round-trip. This axis is interpreted as the temporal
domain and shows the position of the laser pulse within the cavity over time. Much care was taken to optimize the correction while maintaining the resolution of the pulses. Each space-time representation was corrected by inserting a pixel equivalent to zero signal amplitude in the beginning of every third round trip and the remaining 1019 data points are extracted from the captured data. It should be noted that an additional pixel correction is needed when viewing thousands of round-trips as the slightest of pixel non-alignment compounds. This is clearly stated wherever applied to space-time representations presented in the following sections. For the purpose of the results presented in this paper, the correctional pixel always represents a zero signal amplitude and is introduced as the first data point of the specified round-trip.

The spatial position of the pulse inside the laser cavity as shown in Fig. 4 is constant with increasing round-trip count. This occurs over all, nearly $5 \times 10^4$, round-trips. The FML pulse durations were observed to have values between $23 \pm 5$ ps and $56 \pm 20$ ps for the different FML operating conditions within the main green-line bounded region of Fig. 3. This paper gives an overview of the dynamical regimes observed in this long-cavity VECSEL. A description of FML pulsing behavior and ways to quantify pulse quality is outside the scope of this paper and will be presented elsewhere.

![Image](image_url) Fig. 4. 0.5 μs subset of the time series captured at 991 nm and 23 A, displayed in a space-time representation showing a single pulse over 100 round-trips. The horizontal axis represents the laser cavity roundtrip consisting of ~1020 consecutive data points captured at 5ps sampling time. One round-trip is 5.0981 ns. The vertical axis represents consecutive round-trip times captured by the oscilloscope and stacked one above the other to show the pulse evolution over time.

3.1.1 Fundamental passive mode-locking with low frequency destabilization

A region in which fundamental passive mode-locking is destabilized by a low frequency envelope is present in the green-line-bounded, striped region in Fig. 3. Operating conditions lying in this region show single-pulsed, mode-locked output similar to the FML region, but, also displaying smaller windows of time with increased pulse-height variation lasting a few hundred round-trips which occur every ~3269th round-trip for the VECSEL tuned to 986 nm and 21 A. Changes in pulse duration and inter-pulse period accompany the pulse height variation. The space-time dynamics during this time can be seen in Fig. 5(a) with additional pixel correction as described in section 3.1. The pulse remains in the same spatial position within the cavity but its sub-structure goes through a systematic variation involving the appearance of subsidiary peaks within the pulse envelope which then revert to the single pulse envelope after about 300 round trips. The first sub-peak is mostly observed to be ~35 ps - 45 ps [Fig. 5(b)] away from the peak amplitude of the pulse. The second sub-peak is ~58 ps-70 ps [Fig. 5(b)] away. These pulse-peak-to-sub-peak period ranges have normal distribution.
During the window of mode-locking destabilization [Fig. 5(a)], the leading edge of the pulse maintains stability and spatial position, while, the trailing edge systematically experiences changes in the envelope structure with initial pulse-peak-to-sub-peak period being of higher value. As the time elapses and higher round-trips within the destabilization window are reached, the sub-peaks gradually shift towards the pulse-peak. Sub-peaks closer to the pulse-peak have higher amplitude with cases where peaks of the previously observed two sub-peaks are almost at the same amplitude as seen in Fig. 5(c). Eventually, the pulse structure, devoid of any sub-peaks, is restored as the system exits the window of destabilization. Figure 5(d) shows a pulse close to the restoration of the typical pulse just before the system exits from the destabilization window. This phenomenon has consequences in the frequency domain as well.

The RF spectrum for the time series shows two sidebands on each side of the cavity resonance peak at \(-60\) kHz and \(-120\) kHz from the resonance peak. The 60 kHz frequency corresponds to the frequency at which destabilization and initiation of the pulse sub-structure sequence occurs. The RF spectrum of a subset of the time series which does not include the window of mode-locking destabilization is observed to have the typical RF spectrum as seen for stable FML. Low modulation frequencies similar to the one observed here have been previously observed in asynchronous mode-locked fiber lasers [26]. It is important to note that stable mode-locking for extended periods of time can be interrupted by short periods of destabilization. The other operating point showing this behavior occurs at 985 nm and 22 A. It is closer to stable FML with only one fully-developed sideband on either side of the cavity resonance frequency peak spaced by ~30 kHz.

3.2 Double pulsing

One operating point in the parameter space (985 nm, 23 A), indicated by the purple-line encircled point in Fig. 3, exhibited stable double-pulsing behavior. This point has low average
output power ~0.5 W and low peak amplitudes for the pulses. Figure 6(a) shows the space-time plot at this operating point for 100 round-trips. The temporal position of the two pulses inside the laser cavity is unchanged over time. The time trace for ~2 round-trips is shown in Fig. 6(b). The average inter-pulse durations are (~1.284 ± 0.007) ns followed by (~3.814 ± 0.007) ns which repeat throughout the time series. The inter-pulse separations correspond to one quarter and three quarters of the round-trip time so this mode of operation is consistent with 4\textsuperscript{th} harmonic mode-locking with two pulses missing in the sequence.

![Space-time plot](image)

Fig. 6. (a) Space-time plot for a 0.5\(\mu\)s subset of the time series captured at 985 nm, 23 \(\mu\)A; (b) average inter-pulse durations shown for a sample of pulse train.

3.2.1 Double-pulsing with low frequency destabilization

An operating point at which double-pulsing is destabilized by a low frequency envelope is present at 988 nm and 21 \(\mu\)A. The point with this dynamical signature is encircled and striped in purple in Fig. 3. It shows time windows of pulse destabilization, manifesting as a systematic sequence of pulse broadening and evolving sub-structure shown in Fig. 7(a). Additional pixel correction was necessary in generating this space-time plot which extends over 5000 round trips to take account of the round trip being a non-integer number of round trips. The pulses then stay in nominally the same relative positions within the laser cavity over all the round-trips. The broadening of the pulse and evident sub-structure is observed to be triggered at the leading edge of the first pulse, followed by a systematic decrease of the pulse peak amplitude of this pulse. The first pulse then restabilizes before the second pulse in the cavity is observed to follow a similar pattern of destabilization and restabilization, after which the system returns to two clean pulses. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) show samples of the pulse profiles of the destabilized pulses observed in this region. The destabilization of mode-locking and pulse sub-structure changes are similar to observations made in section 3.1 but
with a modulation frequency of ~40 kHz and a second harmonic observed at ~80 kHz. The average inter-pulse durations between the two pulses are (~3.82 ± 0.06) ns and (~1.28 ± 0.06) ns. That is, similar to the stable double pulsed operation.

Fig. 7. (a) Space-time plot of 5000 round-trips showing window of destabilization of the first pulse followed by a window of destabilization of the second pulse with increasing number of round-trips. Each window of destabilization shows a systematic sequence of pulse broadening with sub-structure and pulse amplitude redistribution. Sample pulses show pulse broadening with sub structure for (b) the first pulse in the cavity while the second pulse appears stable, and (c) the second pulse destabilized with the first pulse stable.

3.3 Semi-stable 4th harmonic mode-locking (HML)

The region bounded by the red line in Fig. 3 is found to correspond to semi-stable 4th HML. Figure 8 (a) shows the space-time representation of 0.5 μs at the beginning of the 250 μs time series, covering 100 round-trips. The operating point is 990 nm with 23 A pump current. The corresponding temporal trace for just over one round-trip time is shown in Fig. 8 (b), while, Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) show the same for a time which begins at the 45000th round-trip. Operating points exhibiting this dynamic have a characteristic shorter wavelength than the gain peak, medium to high pump laser diode currents, and high average output power greater than 1 W. There are four pulses in each round-trip with one pulse observed every quarter of a round-trip, i.e., every ~1.28 ns. The pulses are observed to have broadened, to have sub peaks on the trailing edge, and a pulse shape which varies over time. The semi-stability in the system arises from the pulses having fixed temporal positions over the entire time series but variations are observed in their relative amplitudes and durations. The variation in pulse amplitude of any of the pulses is observed to be periodic and this is reflected in the RF
spectrum which shows two strong sideband spectral peaks at ~33 MHz separation from the cavity resonant frequency at ~196.15 MHz.
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Fig. 8. (a), (c) Space-time representation over for (a) 0-0.5 ms and (c) ~229.41-229.92 ms from the time series captured at 990 nm, 23 A. Sample temporal trace from space-time representations shown on the left respectively for (b) the 1st and (c) 4500th round-trip.

3.4 Mode-locking of few modes

A partial mode-locking regime is shown as the light blue region in Fig. 3. It exhibits high average output power of greater than 1 W, but, there is also a CW signal component to the time series with fast fluctuations in amplitude as shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows the space-time representation of a 0.5 µs subset of the 250 µs time series, covering 100 round-trips. This emphasizes the constancy of the functional profile of the broad pulse component of the time trace within each round-trip over time. This dynamical behavior is observed at shorter wavelengths than the gain peak just outside the region of semi-stable 4th HML, and at higher laser diode pump currents. In the RF spectrum the component corresponding to the fundamental cavity resonant frequency has an amplitude of ~54 dB above the noise floor which is ~16 dB less than observed for FML. The harmonic levels above the noise floor are observed as follows: second harmonic ~25 dB, other even harmonics between 30 and 40 dB, and higher odd harmonics ~30-45 dB. These values are between 25 and 45 dB less than the analogous peaks in the RF spectrum for FML. Overall they indicate that the mode coupling between a mode and its nearest neighbors is significantly stronger than between a mode and any mode further removed. This is consistent with the time trace which can be interpreted as close to that for three locked modes. In all cases, the RF peaks have noisy, broad pedestals indicating high timing jitter. The autocorrelation of a single round-trip from the time series shows a sharp peak at zero lag with a broad structure below. The characteristics shown by the time trace, space-time diagram, RF spectrum and the autocorrelation all indicate the initial stage of pulse formation when a few modes are being locked in phase [27].
3.5 The CW region

The CW region is marked with a dark blue line boundary in Fig. 3. Operation in the region shows no pulsing and has a low average output power. CW behavior is exhibited at pump laser diode currents from threshold to 21 A, and for VECSEL output wavelengths above the gain peak and lying outside the FML region. The RF spectrum, obtained from a fast Fourier transform of the time series shows a small RF peak at 196.124 MHz with a magnitude of ~5 dB above the noise floor which is ~65 dB less than the RF peak at fundamental cavity resonant frequency observed for FML regime. The second harmonic RF peak has a magnitude of ~12 dB above noise floor. This is ~56.5 dB less than the strongest second harmonic cavity resonant frequency in the RF spectrum of the laser operated in the FML regime. The space-time plot for a time series from this region reflects the noise level of the time series and does not show any structure. Hence it is not shown.

4. Summary and conclusion

A detailed experimental study of the different dynamical outputs of a long-cavity (PRF ~200 MHz) VECSEL is reported. Five distinct dynamical regimes were mapped for the parameter space studied.

The fundamental passively mode-locked region, for which the system is primarily designed, is observed for a wavelength tuning range of about 5 nm. This wavelength range
has a longer center wavelength as the laser diode pump power is increased (992 nm at 22 A, 989 nm at 19 A). A transition to CW, low average power, operation is observed at longer wavelengths beyond the FML region. Several different types of pulsed dynamical output are observed on the short wavelength side of the FML region. Also, at shorter wavelengths and at optical pump powers below ~11.4 W the transition from FML is for lasing to cease, ie there is a higher threshold power for lasing at shorter wavelengths.

The most extensive region of non-FML output at the shorter wavelengths is a region of semi-stable 4th harmonic mode-locking, adjacent to the FML region. Average output powers which are more than 40% larger than for the same pump power in the FML region are achieved in this region. This suggests that a higher gain is being accessed in the 4th HML mode of operation. This higher gain might be able to be harnessed in FML in the future if theoretical understanding leads to modifications in system design and operation that may achieve this. A systematic sequence of the (i) amplitude variation of the 4 pulses and (ii) functional form of the 4 pulses is observed over time in semi-stable 4th HML. That the system transitions to semi-stable 4th HML is consistent with prior reports which have identified that the placement of cavity elements at distances that match a shorter cavity length associated with a desired harmonic (e.g [28]. for third harmonic ML of an Er:Yb:glass laser) can allow robust HML at that harmonic to be achieved. Here-in, the cavity length is divided into approximate quarters so robust 4th HML is not to be expected but this feature of the cavity design most likely explains the semi-stable 4th HML.

At still shorter wavelengths than the semi-stable 4th HML region there is a region of incomplete mode-locking. Here the output power in time shows a low Q modulation with the period of the round-trip time. This is indicative of locking of a small number of longitudinal modes of the cavity. The remaining types of output observed, include a single operation point (985 nm and 23 A) where stable double pulsing occurs with two pulses separated by 1.28 ns (~1/4 of the round-trip time) and ~3.81 ns (~3/4 of the round-trip time). The slight deviation in the pulse separation, observed for double pulsing, away from being an exact fractional multiple of the laser cavity round-trip time is consistent with previous work as presented in [29], where VECSELS are shown to have the ability to optimize carrier usage during multipulsation regimes by producing slightly temporally-shifted double pulses. A single operating point (988 nm and 21 A) shows a similar double pulsing output, but with windows of time within the time series, at a long period, of destabilization of one of the pulses at a time starting with the first pulse. The remaining mode of operation, observed at two operating points with the shortest wavelengths and mid-range pump powers (985 nm, 23 A and 986 nm, 22 A), is fundamental mode-locking with windows of the time series, at a long period, where the mode-locking is destabilized. Both destabilized sub-region of a dynamical regime show temporally systematic evolution of pulse sub-structures over hundreds of round-trips that are successfully captured by the acquisition setup. There is no shortage of candidates for physical nonlinearities that may be contributing to such destabilization including induced self-amplitude modulation as a result of detuning between resonance peaks of optical-stark and exciton absorption [30–33].

The ability to monitor long time series with high temporal resolution allows the analysis of instabilities at low frequencies. The data show the development of sub-structure within the pulse and a transient shift within round-trip time window during the instability. However, after the instability the pulses recover the old position within the round-trip time window within the resolution of the experiment.

Overall, the FML VECSEL transitions to CW operation when the operation wavelength is tuned above that of the peak of the gain. It produces a range of different pulsed dynamical outputs when the operation wavelength is tuned below that of the peak of the gain. The transitions between these different pulsed outputs are systematic and, in principle, should be able to be theoretically understood.
Computational models developed to-date for mode-locking analysis for VECSELs have incorporated numerous fundamental parameters accounting for the interplay between the gain of the semiconductor gain chip, group velocity dispersion, the absorption of the SESAM, and, cavity sub-resonances, resulting in characterization of the standard pulsed-regime with considerable accuracy \([6,7,12,29,34,35]\). Hence, it will be a future challenge for theorists in laser physics to possibly research a model that would predict the types of dynamical output that have been observed, and the systematic transitions between them. Interplay between the gain of the semiconductor gain chip and the absorption of the SESAM, and, sub-cavity resonances are all important considerations.
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